
Untitled
INSPIRE • COLLABORATE • UNITE

Untitled is a digital platform for 11-18-year-olds created with the 
intention of supporting, enabling and inspiring the next generation 
of designers and creators in partnership with the Design and 
Technology Association

To encourage participation, some briefs will include rewards and 
incentives for students and schools alike. Further recognition can 
be highlighted through the achievement of receiving Untitled digital 
badges and printable certificates

Untitled has partnered with the UK’s expert authority for design and technology, as 

they believe that there should be the opportunity for all students, across all abilities, to 

study high quality D&T as part of a broad and creative curriculum up to the age of 18

The Design and Technology Association supports, develops and promotes high quality 

design and technology teaching and learning as an essential part of the rounded 

education of all young people. Our partnership allows schools and students to 

connect with live briefs set by nationally and internationally known brands, providing 

contextualised learning and industry insight

WHAT WILL YOU 
FIND ON UNTITLED?

Young people and students will have unique access to training 
and opportunities to collaborate with well-known brands on 
exciting creative briefs around fashion, music, sport and more

Live briefs

A secure environment

Learning opportunities
We’ll provide content to support and inspire young people 
with their creating and tools for teachers and parents to  
use as well

We work with SuperAwesome for our registration process, 
which includes parent approval; ensuring students data is 
GDPR and COPPA safe. Limited community interaction and 
information sharing features ensure young creators are safely 
using the platform

REWARDS & INCENTIVES



For Students

For Teachers

Example briefs

Sign up at 
Untitled as a 

young creator

Sign up at 
Untitled as an 

educator 

Create yourself as a 
Cartoon or Avatar

Design your own 
personal brand logo

Design the next hit 
collectible toy!

POWERED BY TLNT

Design a multi-
purpose living space

Await brand 
response and 

incentive

Use our creative 
briefs as inspiration 

for your lesson plans

View live creative 
briefs, develop  
work + submit

Invite your 
students and 

colleagues to join

Reflect, learn 
and grow 

creative skills

Support young people 
in developing vital 

creative thinking skills

Use your work  
and achievements in  

your creative portfolio

HOW UNTITLED WORKS

READY TO CREATE?

REGISTER YOUR 
INTEREST  HERE Untitled

Design and technology is all about encouraging young people to engage in 
identifying and solving real-life design problems, Untitled will provide a portal 
for student, teacher and parent engagement nationally, I am both energised 

and excited by its potential

Tony Ryan, CEO Design & Technology Association


